The Society for Art and Science (http://art-science.org) will hold the 12th annual international conference “NICOGRA PH International 2013” in Fukuoka, Japan.

NICOGRA PH has quarter-century history. Its foundation can be traced back to 1985. The time-honored annual conferences have been organized by the Society for Art and Science since 2000, which aims to promote the research topic combining science and art in computer graphics and related fields as well as to advance the development of interactive media art. In 2002 the first international conference NICOGRA PH International 2002 rose out of the domestic series, and since then NICOGRA PH international conference has been organized annually.

The international conference mainly aim to provide good opportunities for young researchers and students to present their work in English and exchange ideas with young colleagues from other countries. Through this activity, the organizing committee and supporting members hope to raise the next generation of leaders in the interdisciplinary field combining academy, art and industry.

Topics and keyword of the conference include the followings, but not limited to: Computer Graphics, Arts content, Multimedia, Virtual Reality, Interactive Arts, Video Game, Design contents, Web design, Movie production.

Fukuoka is the largest city in Kyushu island, located 900km west of Tokyo. Fukuoka International airport is located just 4km from city center and Hakata station.

Detailed information and author’s schedule will be open soon. Please check the website (http://art-science.org/) or Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/Art.and.Sci).

We look forward to seeing you in Fukuoka in next early summer.

Submission Categories
Full paper: to be accepted with as few as 4 pages and as many as 12 pages.
Short paper: max length 4 pages
Poster: max length 2 pages
All of the above are included in the proceedings CD.

Timeline
February 10: deadline of proposal of special sessions and tutorials
Papers: February 20: deadline of paper submission
March 1: deadline of short paper submission
March 30: Notification of acceptance for papers/short papers
Poster: April 15: deadline of poster submission
April 20: deadline of camera ready manuscript
(papers/short papers/posters/invited papers in special sessions/tutorials)
June 2-3: NICOGRA PH International 2013

Conference Venue
Nishijin Plaza, Kyushu University
(http://www.kyushu-u.ac.jp/university/institution-use/nishijin/)